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1 The sun is 92,897,400 pules from the
earth. The tun revolves on lU axis

once in twenty-seve- n days. The earth es

once in twenty-fou-r hour. All life
oa the globe is depensk o the sun's radi-
ated heat.
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From High Mountain Tops in Widely Separated
Places Astronomers Have Been Studying Sun
Spots and Measuring the Variations of Heat

Until Science Has Now Learned to Understand
How They Affect Our Weather

at last belleveB It has a. way to make
SCIENCE) predictions which have a mu0n

higher degree of accuracy than at present Careful and

persitit enervation pt the of heat from sun

have been made from mountain tops above the clouds and

mists and dusts the earth In many widely por-

tions the globe, Froth these records now

know that thesun spots have a very and

Influence upon, our weather.
The sun revolveB once in twenty-seve- n days.

If the sun is In a state of violent eruption and in-

tense heat, another portion of the has much less sun-sp- ot

considerably cooler, it is easy

to see ttat while the extra hot acp of the sun turned to-

ward rather different weatherus we would, have

By Isabel M.
t-r--fO explain With scientific accuracy

'I the facta which now are
- studying with a view to greater

practical benefit for mankind in weather
forecasts, it is necessary to
that the sun Is a variable star; that its
radiations fluctuate periodically with a
range of nearly per cent between ex-

tremes, And thus there follows a chain
of of great to
man In the form changes of atmospheric
conditions of temperature, pressure, cloudi-
ness and, possibly also, winds and rain
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Upper of Fire Clouds Which

Sometimes one of sun Is vio-

lently oat wfth unusual stream-
ers of intensely hot reaching
of thousands of miles into whflo

hemisphere of the sun lias less sun
spots ano therefore, copier.
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firmly

Tfee heat at sun's surface aver-ag- es

about 6,000 When
face' of the sun most in-

flamed with terrific heat turned toward
the WouI$ naturally expect

wave.

the cooler hemisphere qf the sun has revolved

around ep that faces earth.
In a general way t may he said the hopes of perfept-n- g

our weath0r predictions to a much higher degree of ac-

curacy rest the watchful eyp qf the astronomers In the
mountain top observatories scattered he globe. Al-

ready several observatories established, but
Important to complete the chain more stations,

would at glance very easy for an astronomer to
an outburst pf special sun-sp- ot optivity, and that even a

high-scho- ol pupil then a weather prediction' of
and warmer." But the whole a very compli-

cated It Is a curious fact, for instance, that when the
sun radiating Its maximum pf Intense heat we a spell
of cool weather!

Writer of Article Is Connected the Kaqtical
LeWl, Almanac Office of the United States Naval Observatory)

fall, as Is Indicated by the researches of
the Astrophyslcal Observatory or tne
Smithsonian Institution. observers

been inquhidg hto the variations In
the pf radiation, and
carried on for the fourteen

under the directorship pf
Abbot, and Investigations

by Dr. H. H. Clayton, formerly
of Hills QbBervatpry, Mass., and pow
of Argentina, the of varla-tipn-s

In the sqlar Intensity of radiation
pn weather condltlpns.

So convinced Is pr. Clayton of
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tVior rolntlnn axifitinir between changes in
the Intensity of the sun's radiation and
the weather that he has persuaded the
Argentine Government to receive dally
telegraphic reports 'pf the ohange In the
value of the solar constant of radiation
from the station at Palama, Chill, estab-llshe- d

by the Smithsonian Institution in
1018. The statldn at Calama is situated
about one hundred and fltty miles north-
east of Antofagasta, at an elevation of.
seven thousand five hundred feet, and was
'chosen for the reason thai it is n one of
the most cloudless regions of the wprld,

Glimpses of the Darker Interior Vapors.

Copyright, 1919, by Star Company.
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A But astronomers hare found out that
exactly the opposite happens during

te violent eruption of sun spots the earth
is eoidcr because this radiation pf heat stirs
up cltfudi which act as a serf of sunshade,
for the earth's surface.
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tlcaljy uhknown. Here
daily measurements of
the solar radiation ore
being obtained as far aa
possible. The results
at tbls station are be-
ing confirmed by plmu1
tappous observations at
the stations of the As-

trophyslcal Observatory
on Mount Wlson Cal.,
at ad elevation of flvd
thousand seyen hun-

dred feet, where deter-
minations of the solar
cqnstapf of radiation
have been made almost
continuously since 1005.

Simultaneous obser-
vations

BBBBH iHBlr
qf the solar

constant of radiation
werq also made In the
years 1911 and 1912 at
Mount Wilson apd at
Bassour, In Algeria, e
at an elevation of three
thousand six hundred Incandescent
feet. The fact that the ,

results nhfjilneri nt thfiRB three stations
separated by a distance of several thou-san- d

miles were the same, when nearly
simultaneous observations were made and
showed from day to day the same varia-
tions of the solar constant, is proof that
the variations are true solar variations and
do nqt oyve their origin to varying local
conditions --within our own atmosphere.

There s, according to Pr. Abbot, a two
fold variation In the solar radiation. There
is, first, a variation of long period with a
range of from 3 to 6 per cent during the
sun-spo- t cycle, and, secondly, a short, ir-

regular variation tbat runs its course In
Intervals of a few days, weeks or months,
with a range that is usually between 3 and
7 per cent, and occasionally becomes as
high as 10 per cent. The first variation is
believed to b a direct result, and pie sec-
ond variation an Indirect result, of the
periodic Increase and decrease of solar
activity during the sun-spo- t cycle. As the
sun-spo- t cycle itself is Irregular and com-
plex, it is to be expected that the result-
ing changes in terrestrial weather condi-
tions would alBa be of a complex nature.

It is well known how necessarily doubt-
ful are weather predictions, depending as
they do upon many different local condi-
tions, such as direction of prevailing
winds, position relative to large bodies, of
water, elevation above sea-lev- el and many
other factors.- - The effect of all these local
conditions may mask to a great extent the
effect of changes in the intensity of the
solar radiation, which are also irregular
and complex, depending, as they do, upon
many changes of an irregular and complex
nature within the sun itself.

As Is well known, the sun rotates on Us
axis In an approximate period of tweDty-neve-n

days, though equatorial regions of
the sun rotate more rapidly than polar
regions. The difference in the periods of
rotation of sun-spot- s sometimes amounts to
a number of days, depending upon their
solar latitude. Tf there Is, temporarily, a
hot apd cold hemisphere of the sun, it will
show its effect in terrestrial weather
changes that have a period equal to that
of the sun's rotation on its axis, or twenty-seve- n

days.
Two weeks of increased Intensity of

radiation will be followed by two weeks
of decreased intensity of radiation, as the
hot and cold hemispheres of the sun are
alternately turned toward the earth.

In the year 1015 there was just such a
strongly marked variation in the solar
radiations, which continued for 'several
solar rotations, but finally diminished and
disappeared. To show the irregularity and
complexity of the solar changes, the varia-

tions in solar radiations for 1916 were
radically different from those for 1915.
The twenty-seve- n day periods of the year
before were no longer present. A strongly
marked periodicity of three and- - one-hal- f

days appeared instead.
The years 1915 and 1916 were near the

sun-spo- t maximum period. The variation
in the solar radiation has no definite
periodicity of short interval, then, that
persists from year to year. Each year is
a law unto itself, yet with well-marke- d

predictable effects upon terrestrial weather
conditions in spite of the irregular and
complex nature of the changes.
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Sun Spots.

The connection between sun-spo- ts and
terrestrial temperature has been studied
byDr. Walker, director-genera- l of tbe In-

dian Meteorological Department, from ob-

servations obtained at ninety-seve- n sta-

tions in all parts of the world. These show

that with the exception of Northwestern
Africa, the west and north coast of the
Eurasian continent Bermuda, New Zea-

land and a part of the Indian Ocean, the
world In general has lower temperature at
sun-sp- ot maximums than at. sun-sp- ot mini-mum- s.

Since solar radiation is known to be
more intense at sun-spo- t maximums, owing
to the fact that new, hot material is
brought from the sun's interior to its sur-
face with great rapidity at this time, this
result would appear at first thought para-
doxical. It must be remembered, however,
that there are secondary results of this
increased intensity of radiation. The sun's
atmoaphere is charged at this time with
denser gases. Gaseous material is thrown
to great solar altitudes. The corona Is
brighter and, it Is believed, contains more
gaseous particles than usual.

It is also believed that electric ions are
shot forth from the sun at this time with
unusual force, and penetrate the earth's
atmosphere to a greater depth, producing
Increased cloudinosB, and thereby lowering
terrestrial temperature. The increased
density of the gases in the solar atmos-
phere and cftrona at sun-spo- t maximum
also tends to lower the Intensity of solar
radiation. Therefore the direct and In-

direct effects of the increased solar activ-
ity tend to counteract each other, and as
the fadirect effect predominates the para-do- xi

il fall in terrestrial temperatures
with increased radiation at sun-spo- t maxi-
mum results.

Co-iiple-
x as aP these changes appear

they are' predictable to a great extent, as
Dr. Clayton has shown by his detailed in-

vestigations for about fifty stations in all
parts of the world. It has been found that
the temperature effects of the irregular
fluctuations of solar radiation arrange,
themselves in well-define- d zones. For ex-

ample. In the tropical zone, broadening
over land and narrowing over the ocean,
at increase of the solar radiation is fol-

lowed after predictable number of days.
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A Solar Hemisphere Violently Erupted
with Son Spots.

(two. three or four, as the case may be)
by an Increase of local temperature. This
relation also exists in the Arctic and
Antarctic zones and down the east coast
of North America. In the great temperate
zones, on the other hand, an increase in
eolar radiation is followed by a decrease
in temperature.

Dr. Clayton has also investigated to a
certain extent, the relation between
changes in solar ridiation and atmospheric
pressure, and finds an indication of the
Same arrangement into zones, with the
difference that increase of temperature
after increase of solar radiation is attend-
ed by decrease of pressure and vice versa.
It is suspected that since marked tempera-
ture changes follow changes in the solar
radiation, further investigation would be
apt to reveal important effects of changes
in solar radiation upon winds, cloudiness
and precipitation.

It Is the desire of Dr. C. G. Abbot, of the
Smithsonian Institution, to establish three
or four additional stations in different por-
tions of the globe for the purpose of ob-
taining simultaneous observations of the
solar constant of radiation. The great en-
emy of solar radiation work is the pres-
ence of clouds or haziness, and it is neces-
sary to establish these stations in the
most cloudless regions of the world. It is
expected that results of great importance
would be obtained from the detailed in-

vestigation of the fluctuations of solar
radiation, and the resulting effects upon
the earth's atmosphere and weather con-
ditions, and it is to be hoped that the
halt-millio- n dollars needed for the estab-
lishment and maintenance of these addi-
tional stations for solar radiation deter-
minations will be granted to the Smith-
sonian Institution in the near future.

Solar radiation research is of the" high-
est importance, not only for the results
made available for the accurate prediction
of the weather changes following changes
in the solar radiation, but for the valuable
Information obtainable from the records
of the spectrobolometer, used in these ob-
servations, of the transparency of the air
for light of all colors and of invisible rays,
needed by all interested in he study of
the growth of plants and in the propaga-
tion of signals by means of lights on land
and sea.


